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Powerful Lending Solutions Since 1978
Applied Business Software, Inc. (ABS) melds 30+ years of system design, product 
development, customer service & technical support into the industry’s most  
comprehensive and user-friendly loan software on the market! We’ve thought of 
everything! Our carefully designed systems and developed solutions serve companies  
of any size equally well, from large lending institutions to small independent offices.

Today Applied Business Software is a market leader and global provider of software 
systems and solutions to the lending industry, and with our many years of involvement 
in the lending industry, we have developed a keen understanding of the technological 
challenges and problems facing our clients, and have carefully designed our systems  
to meet or exceed their needs.

ABS team members pride themselves on constantly improving and enhancing the product. 
The design, development and support of all ABS products takes place at our headquarters 
in Long Beach, California. This continuity ensures quality, communication and performance 
that are second to none. Our continually expanding global network of satisfied customers  
is proof that ABS is fully committed to being the leader in the lending software market.

We look forward to working with you!

Come visit us in our offices 
in California for one of our 

monthly training seminars.

The industry leader for  
over three decades.
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Loan Servicing Module

Powerful, flexible and easy to use

Unlimited number of lenders and funding sources per loan

Easily and effortlessly service any type of loan

Accurately track and calculate advances

Easily customize views, reports and notices

Loan Servicing Software
Whether your loan servicing consists of servicing 50 loans, 

or thousands of loans on a sophisticated network, the 

Loan Servicing Software module enhances all of your loan 

servicing activities.

With our Loan Servicing Software Product  
You Can Easily and Effortlessly…

   Service any type of loan: 

conventional, commercial, 

construction, ARMs, HELOCs, GPM, 

Lines of Credit and more...

   Increase revenue by improving your 

collection process

   Automate payment distribution 

between funding sources with  

check printing

   Unlimited funding sources per loan

   Accurately track loan charges  

and advances

   Fast and flexible payment processing,  

NSFs, and Payoffs

   Auto emailing of borrower bills  

and statements

   Print, manage and e-file 1098, 1099s  

and Canadian T5 tax forms

   Fully integrated document imaging 

and management system

   Schedule one time, recurring or 

event-driven loan reminders

   Powerful user security and 

permission management system
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Full Integration with all other Modules

The functionality and flexibility can’t be beat, and it’s 
one of the reasons The Mortgage Office™ was rated 
highest in customer satisfaction, ease of use, and 
customer support by Opportunity Finance Network’s 
recent national survey. Call us to view a free demo and 
see why we are number one!

   Automatic audit trail of critical 

changes to loan files

   Create your own SmartViews™ to 

show only certain loans, based on 

hundreds of filters

   Track every dialogue with your 

customers with the Conversation Log

   Export almost anything to Excel 

– statements, reports, grids, 

SmartViews, and more

   Track multiple insurance policies  

with built in notices

   Fully integrated letter writer using 

Microsoft Word templates and  

Mail Merge

   Split servicing fees with multiple 

vendors with accuracy

   Track loan delinquencies and  

late charge assessments, with 

automatic notices

   Track senior liens

   Create unlimited user defined fields

   And much, much more Customizable Reports
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Loan Origination Module

Complete set of hard money documents for all 50 states 

Fully compliant with RESPA regulations 

Reliable and cost-effective private lending solution

Speed-up origination process and close more loans with less staff

Loan Origination Software
The Loan Origination module is specifically designed to originate 

loans funded by private lenders. Our software produces hard money 

lending documents on a per state basis. For California loans, it 

produces all necessary disclosures required by the Department 

of Real Estate and complies with the multi-lender regulations for 

fractionalized loans.

With the Loan Origination Module You Can

   Generate loan documents — from processing to closing

   Instantly produce the Mortgage Call Report

   Speed up the escrow process and save underwriting time

   Better manage your loan pipeline and forecasting

   Create your own documents or modify existing documents

With The Mortgage Office’s Loan Origination Module you can close 

more loans in less time and with less staff, which is the ultimate goal 

of any loan originator.
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Mortgage Pool Servicing Module

Automate the servicing of mortgage pools

Calculate Partnership Value with up-to-the-minute accuracy

Automate distributions and check writing

Produce professional pool statements that include the pool’s 

performance, history, detail and internal rate of return calculations

Mortgage Pool Servicing 
The Mortgage Pool Servicing Module is designed to automate the managing 

of pools, partnerships, REITS, Mortgage Funds, LLCs, MICs, and non-performing loan pools. 

With this module you can determine the value of the pool at any given 

date while taking into account such things as loan payments, advances, 

accrued interest, late charges and deferred interest.

With the Mortgage Pool Servicing Module You Can

   Service an unlimited number of pools and partners

   Easily accept partner investments, issue distributions and  

process withdrawals

   Produce on demand professional pool statements

   Automatically email statements, and attached them to each  

partner’s file

   Electronically transfer funds into your partners’ bank accounts

   Issue and manage certificates, buybacks, and rollovers

   Run year-end reporting including Section J of the IRS schedule K-1, 1099-INT 

forms, T3s, and T5s

Take your loan business to the next level by producing professional looking, 

accurate and up-to-the-minute partnership statements.
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Trust Accounting Module

Comply with all Federal and State regulations including  

CA-DRE and B&P code

Automate the handling of impounds and reserve accounts

Process deposits, adjustments, computer and manually  

written checks

Full-featured bank account reconciliation

Trust Accounting Software
Use our Trust Accounting software to manage escrow and impound  

trust accounts, REO properties, real estate transactions and funds  

deposited by borrowers. Reconcile your trust accounts to your bank  

statement easily and automatically.

With the Trust Accounting Module You Can

   Handle, control and account for all trust monies received

   Meets or exceeds currently established legal and  

accounting standards

   Maintain any number of trust accounts with unlimited clients (sub-ledgers)

   Generate reports, reconcile bank accounts, issue checks and disburse funds

   Complies with Federal and State regulations including CA-DRE and B&P code

   Processes deposits, adjustment, computer and manually written checks

   Generates the Trust Status Report (RE 855) and Trust Bank Account Reconciliation (RE 856)

Compliance with the statutes and regulations that govern the handling of trust accounts  

is essential to the health of your business. Maintain your records properly by investing in  

a tool specifically designed for the lending professional.
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Collects and tracks escrow payments, calculates new 

escrow impound amounts

Schedules escrow payables and manages timely payments 

of escrow obligations

Quickly produces RESPA compliant Annual Escrow Account 

Disclosure Statements

Escrow Administration

The Escrow Administration module fully automates the tasks 

associated with maintaining escrow accounts on behalf of 

your borrowers. This module meets or exceeds the accounting 

and reporting requirements set forth by the Federal Real 

Estate Settlement Procedures Act (RESPA).

With the Escrow Administration Module You Can

   Collect and track escrow payments

   Schedule escrow payables and manage timely  

payments of escrow obligations

   Quickly produce Annual Escrow Account  

Disclosure Statements

   Cover unanticipated disbursements, and handle shortages, 

surpluses and deficiencies

Eliminate all of the complicated tasks involved with complying 

with Federally mandated regulations. Automate the whole process  

and produce dozens, hundreds or even thousands of Escrow  

Analysis disclosure statements in a few seconds.

Escrow Administration Module
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Print investor checks or directly deposit funds  

electronically via ACH Express

Automatically rollover certificates at maturity  

and reinvest funds

Produce IRS 1099-INT statements

Generate all necessary investor notices, statements  

and reports

Collateralized Mortgage Obligations 
The Collateralized Mortgage Obligations (CMO) module helps 

minimize repayment risks commonly associated with CMOs  

by carefully matching the amount, interest rate and maturity  

of the certificates sold with the anticipated aggregate payments  

of the underlying pool of loans.

With the CMO Module You Can

   Provide professional holder certificates with full  

Microsoft Word® integration

   Automate the tasks of selling and servicing of certificates  

secured by a pool of loans

   Issue certificate holder checks or deposit funds electronically via ACH Express

   Automatically rollover certificates at maturity and reinvest funds for growth certificates

   Produce IRS 1099-INT Interest Income Statements

Producing a bond-like investment product that may fit your investor’s needs better than a direct  

participation in the actual loans. The CMO module allows investors to purchase certificates from a  

tiered return structure while providing predictable cash flows and rates of returns. Debt obligations  

are automatically issued based on the amount invested.

Collateralized Mortgage Obligations Module
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Adjustable Rate Mortgages Module

Manage any type of ARM

Update ARM index rates automatically via the Internet

Automate rate changes and borrower notifications

Adjustable Rate Mortgages 
The Adjustable Rate Mortgage (ARM) module automates the tasks of 

servicing adjustable rate loans, including setting up and managing indexes 

and performing timely payments. There are many possible ARM indexes, 

each one has distinct market characteristics and fluctuates differently.

With the ARM Module You Can

   Generate unlimited rate and payment adjustments

   Support ceilings, floors, initial and subsequent/periodic rate caps, 

carryovers, and negative amortization

   Update ARM index rates automatically and via the Internet

   Automatic rate changes and borrower notifications

The Mortgage Office™ compiles 

five years of historical values for 

the most widely used indexes. 

These historical index values are 

regularly updated and offered 

free of charge to our 

users for download 

from within The 

Mortgage Office™.

Construction Loans Module

Simplifies billing and disbursements

Controls construction budgets and cost breakdowns

Automates and schedules inspections

Construction Loans 
The Construction Loan module fully automates the entire construction 

loan process, from acquisition through construction, all while helping you 

mitigate the risks commonly associated with servicing construction loans.

With the Construction Loan Module You Can

   Simplify billing and disbursements

   Control construction budgets and cost breakdowns

   Manage funding commitments

   Import budgets using the Budget Import Wizard

   Scheduled property inspections and provide a comprehensive daily  

work order of pending site inspections

The system operates in real-

time providing you complete 

flexibility. For many companies, 

the matching of available 

funds to timely disbursements 

is critical, and if not managed 

properly could create project 

cash flow deficiencies. The 

Construction Loan module’s 

commitment tracking feature 

ensures that funds are 

available when needed.
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Commercial Module

Bridge Financing

Gap Funding

Mezzanine Debt

Commercial Loan Servicing 
The Commercial Module can handle the most complex commercial  

loan terms, whether funded from warehouse lines, your company,  

REITs, Pools, or multiple investors.

With the Commercial Module you can manage  
loans with complex billing terms, including

   Interest compounding

   Multiple ARM changes within a billing period

   Actual days billing

   Multiple advances within a billing period from multiple billing sources

   Actual balances billing

HELOC / Revolving Credit Line Module

Assess finance charges and generate billing statements in a single step

Billing statements can be generated at any time with detailed account 

activity, summarized information and detailed finance charge calculation

Automate the entire draw process

HELOC / Revolving Credit 
State and Federal regulations dictate that servicers provide borrowers with 

timely notices. Our HELOC/Revolving Credit module allows you to generate 

those notices as well as informative management reports at any time, 

quickly and with minimal input.

With the HELOC/Revolving Credit Module You Can

   Assess finance charges and generate billing statements in a single step

   Generate detailed account activity, summarized 

information and finance charge calculations

   Automate the entire draw process

For those of you with the added 

complexity of multiple funding 

sources, the assistant will 

accurately distribute mid-month 

cash advances to more than a 

single funding source or lender and 

prorate disbursements accordingly.
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ACH Express Module

Automate the electronic  

transfer of funds

Improve collections by 

automatically debiting borrower 

accounts

Improve security and safety 

by processing transactions 

electronically

Automate lender notification  

of deposits via e-mail

ACH Express 
The Automated Clearing House (ACH) Express module processes  

loan payments and interest disbursements electronically. The funds  

are transferred directly from/to your bank account.

With ACH Express You Can

   Electronically collect borrower payments and  

directly deposit funds to your lenders

   Eradicate human error and late payments

   Save money by eliminating mailing labor and hard costs

   Process thousands of borrower and lender payments effortlessly

In the past, only the largest and most prestigious companies  

enjoyed the benefits of electronic billing. By using ACH Express  

your company will be perceived as innovative, technologically  

advanced, service oriented, and efficient; a company that your  

borrowers and lenders can trust.

Graduated Terms Mortgage Module

Easily handle loans with predetermined rate and payment changes

Automate borrower modification notices

Generate comprehensive management reports

Graduated Terms Mortgage 
The Graduated Terms Mortgage Module is designed to service any type  

of step loans; GPM, GTM, GPARM, deferred principle pay downs and more! 

Its flexibility in scheduling loan term changes is powerful and notifications 

are automatic.

With the Graduated Terms Mortgage Module You Can

   Completely automate servicing and reporting requirements

   Schedule loan changes years In advance

   Maintain full itemization of rate and payment changes

   Generate all notices instantly

State and Federal regulations dictate that servicers provide borrowers 

with timely notices of interest rate, payment and loan term changes.  

The Graduated Terms Mortgage module automatically generates all 

required notices.

The Graduated Terms 

Mortgage module also includes 

a comprehensive set of 

management 

reports  

to aid in the 

day-to-day 

servicing of 

these loans.
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Web Publishing Central Module

Provides instant 

access to borrower  

and lender information 

24 hours a day, 7 days  

a week

Reduces customer 

service phone calls, and 

eliminates printed statements

Markets your loans to  

your lenders

Web Publishing Central 
The Web Publishing Central (WPC) module provides lenders and 

borrowers immediate access to their account information. Lenders can 

view their account portfolio investment offerings that you’ve published. 

With the WPC Module You Can

   Provide instant access to borrower and lender information  

24 hours a day, 7 days a week

   Reduce customer service calls

   Enhance your company’s image and provide all the information  

to your trusted lenders

   Allow your investors to print their own statements and reports

All of this is available with no additional data entry on your part. Simply 

click a button to transmit your data to WPC’s secure servers. You select 

which borrowers and lenders you wish to publish, assign their PINs, and 

decide when and how often to publish the information. Your company 

can determine whether or not to provide access to the sites free of 

charge, or whether you are going to assess a fee for this convenience.

Default Services and Tracking Module

Electronically 
transmit foreclosure 

information to  

a default service 

provider of  

your choice

Track foreclosure status, cost  

and balances in real-time

Reduce foreclosure timelines  

and errors

Default Services  
and Tracking 
The Default Services and Tracking (DST) module provides a bi-directional 

interface between your Loan Servicing module and participating default 

service providers in a real-time environment. The DST Module is an easy to 

use, accurate and robust way to manage loan defaults.

With the DST Module You Can

   Electronically transmit defaulted loans to the vendor of your choice

   Obtain Real-time bi-directional integration

   Dramatically reduce the error-prone tasks with paperless processing

   Request to start a foreclosure with one simple click

Until now, automated, integrated systems such as these have only been 

available to large banks and national servicers, allowing them to take 

advantage of the latest technologies and reducing their costs dramatically. 

With DST you have the same capabilities and functions, and it is included 

free of charge with the Loan Servicing module.
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Financial Calculator Module

Print complex amortization schedules

Powerful loan negotiation tool

Full-featured RegZ-APR calculator

Financial Calculator 
The Financial Calculator turns your computer into a highly sophisticated 

financial calculator and loan negotiation tool.

With the Financial Calculator Module You Can

   Calculate APRs for the most complex loan transactions

   Produce professional amortization schedules for both  

borrowers and lenders

   Display both gross and net interest rates

This Loan Negotiator module  

helps you negotiate the rates  

on any loan quickly and easily.  

As you change information,  

it will instantly update all 

affected fields until you arrive 

at the loan that meets your 

borrower’s needs.

Consumer Credit Reporting Module

Supports all four major credit agencies: Equifax, Innovis,  

Experian and TransUnion

Seamless integration avoids duplication of data entry

Completely supports Metro 2 format

Consumer Credit Reporting 
The built-in assistant guides you through the necessary steps to generate  

a Metro 2 compliant file. During the generation process, the assistant 

gathers the information already stored in your loan and payment history 

files to create the export file which is ultimately delivered to the credit  

bureau(s) of your choice.

With the Metro 2 Credit  
Reporting Module You Get

   Accuracy with data validation to  

make certain your data is compliant

   Reports to Equifax, Innovis, Experian  

and TransUnion

   Seamless integration with the Loan Servicing 

module avoids duplication of data

   Generates an errors and exemptions report to help  

you identify and correct mistakes

   Complete support for Metro 2 format including appendages

   Generates detailed audit report after each transmission

   Supports all status codes, type codes, comment codes, and  

24-month history.

The Metro 2 Consumer Credit Reporting module is compliant with the 

Federal Credit Reporting Act (FCRA), which ensures accurate reporting.
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CDFI Reporting Module

Captures the information required to produce  

the Transaction Level Report (TLR)

CIIS 7.0 compatible

Used by CDFIs and CDEs

CDFI Reporting 
The Mortgage Office is officially certified with The Community 

Development Financial Institution (CDFI). With the CDFI Reporting Module, 

you can track all necessary information to easily generate the annual 

Transaction Level Report (TLR) and transmit it directly to the CIIS system 

- significantly streamlining the compliance process and eliminating 

redundant work.

With the CDFI Report Module you can

   Collect all relevant, required data on your clients

   Upload the TLR directly to the CDFI’s CIIS reporting system

   Streamline the entire process with a few clicks

DRE Reporting Module

Produce CA form DRE 881

Produce CA form DRE 852

DRE Reporting 
If you are a Threshold Broker operating under your DRE license,  

this module produces the mandated RE881 and RE852 reports. 

With the DRE Reporting Module You Can

   Ensure state compliancy

   Decrease your CPA auditing and preparation fees

   Prepare California DRE forms 881 and 852

Information collected through the Loan Servicing module is used  

to accurately produce all the statistical information required on DRE  

Mortgage Loan/Trust Deed Annual Report form 881 and the Trust 

Accounting Report RE 852 for multi-lender transactions.
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Service and Support

The Most Responsive Software Company  
In The Mortgage Industry

Since we opened our doors in 1978, we’ve achieved and 
maintained a reputation for excellence, both in our products 
and in our people. Our large network of satisfied ABS 
customers is proof of our 
commitment to providing 
personal, efficient, 
quality customer service 
all day, every day.

We realize how important 
your software system is 
to the success of your 
business, and we take 
our responsibility as 
your software provider 
very seriously. As an 
ABS customer, you will 
receive the highest level 
of support from a fully 
trained staff. If you need 
system analysis or software development, maintenance, 
training, consultation, or just have a question about 
functionality, use our toll free number to receive prompt, 
courteous service.  We also provide ongoing trainings so 
our customers are always up-to-date on the latest changes 
and challenges in the marketplace.  We pride ourselves in 
keeping our customers abreast of the latest information and 
providing them with progressive software so we can help our 
customers become more profitable.

A few words about our products

When you compare The Mortgage Office™ to other loan 
origination and servicing software, you will quickly see 
the advantages of choosing the market leader. The 
Mortgage Office™ has consistently rated superior in design, 

system interface, 
expandability, 
and ease of use. 
Our products are 
Microsoft compatible, 
so the database you 
create within The 
Mortgage Office™ 
is accessible not 
only within all of its 
modules, but also 
through Microsoft 
Word, Excel, Access, 
PowerPoint and other 
Microsoft products.

The familiar Microsoft 
look and feel assure that your staff will learn to use The 
Mortgage Office™ quickly, and will feel comfortable using it 
as their primary business tool. 

We invite you to see for yourself

Call ABS today and ask one of our friendly sales 
representatives for a free, no-obligation product 
demonstration. Demonstrations can be viewed over  
the Internet at your convenience.
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What Our Customers Are Saying

“I pleaded with the owner of our company for three 
years to buy ‘The Mortgage Office’ software to 
service our notes - using accounting software and 
spreadsheets just did not cut it! We purchased 
the software in 2008 and have been surprised by 
how easy it is to use, while at the same time, the 
flexibility it offers. I just love this software, and 
can’t imagine servicing loans without it.” 

Youssef Lahlou, CFO 
                Buttross Group II, Inc.

“You took us from the stone age to the information 
age with one fell swoop. Our staff absolutely loves 
The Mortgage Office and it’s saving tons of time.” 

Dave McKitrick, COO 
Alta West Mortgage Corp.

“We had used three different loan servicing 
programs before finding The Mortgage Office. 
This software is hands-down the most powerful, 
and the easiest to use. The other programs 
weren’t flexible, and the support was horrible.  
We are just thrilled with this software and the  
tech support people.” 

Valerie Powell, Director 
Choctaw Nation Housing Dept.

“We are very happy with our purchase of the 
Mortgage Office software.”        

 Sean Doherty, CFO 
Baltimore Community Lending

“The software is invaluable to us. It’s wonderfully 
easy to use, auto calculates my dividends, and 
overall it has been very easy to track transactions 
and set up loan accounts as well as investors.  
We just love it. We manage a large pool of loans 
now, and lots of investors, and frankly I can’t 
imagine doing either without your software.  
It’s almost like you designed it just for us!” 

Cindy Shook, Servicing Manager 
 Pinnacle Portfolio Lending

“I just wanted to say THANK YOU for all your help 
and support. I admire the knowledge and intelli-
gence of the support staff. They are amazing.”

 Gene Dorn, CFO 
South Coast Mortgage

“Every calculation is exact, and every figure goes 
where it is supposed to consistently. It’s perfect.  
We thought you should know that it is flawless 
from our perspective.”

Richard Temme, President 
R.C. Temme Corporation

“Taking over the servicing has been the best 
decision we could have made. The software is 
super easy and allows for much better interaction 
with borrowers. We are very happy with the 
product. It almost paid for itself in service fees  
and late fees after only a few months.”

 Randy McPhillips, President 
Pacific Loan Management

“The Mortgage Office has never failed to handle 
unusual terms and activity. The documentation  
is thorough, but if we ever have a question, the 
Support Team always responds quickly and works 
with us until we implement the solution. We can’t 
imagine doing without it.”

 Nelson Chen, Controller 
BlueWater Financial Partners

“It’s so clear that The Mortgage Office has always 
been, and will always be, the best product on the 
market. A few times a year we’ll get an update 
that knocks our socks off, and we’ll say ‘there’s 
no possible way they can make their product any 
better’ and sure enough, they do. We got our 
money’s worth 100 times over.” 

Gordon Lambert, COO 
                County of Oakland, Michigan
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“You guys are the best! Great support, great 
attitudes, great software. We couldn’t be happier.”

 Malinda Grosz, CEO 
Windstream Mortgage

“Guys,

I have to tell you. We converted Nov 1 and things 
went smoothly (better than expected). “We are 
pleased with the accuracy and speed in which we 
can process transactions.

The real bonus came today at lunch. I had a 
meeting with one of our largest (and most 
sophisticated) lenders and soon the discussion 
turned to trust. He was a critic of our old way 
of doing things, trying to manage dozens of 
spreadsheets and never being able to get him 
good, timely information on how his millions 
were performing. I pulled out a statement for his 
account and presented it to him. Shock and awe!

I walked him through it, showing his individual 
positions, the balance in his trust accounts 
and most importantly his go forward yields. 
Furthermore I made it known to him that this 
was available on the push of a button. He was 
impressed and is going to free up more funds  
to invest in us.

Mission accomplished. On one client our invest-
ment in the system pretty much paid for itself.”

Jim Bogusz, CFO 
Trez Capital

“We needed a more robust and flexible loan 
servicing platform to manage our growing 
portfolio of loans and to replace the multitude  
of individual spreadsheets used to track loan 
activity and subsequent cash distributions.  
We couldn’t be happier!”

Charity Braden,  
Director Fund Management & Loan Servicing 

US Bancorp Community Development Corp.

“Hi ABS Tech Support

Thank you, for showing me how to get to the  
end result to create the mail merge letter with 
lender and borrower information. This is awesome. 
I have created three different letters to my lenders. 
First letter will notify the lender that the borrower 
is delinquent and being referred for foreclosure. 
Second letter to the lender will report the Notice 
of Default has been recorded and a copy enclosed. 
Third letter to the lender will advise when the 
borrower has reinstated.

This will save me so much time and allow me to 
keep our lenders notified as to the status of their 
loans. I am sure I can also use this process for 
other areas of Loan Servicing.,”

Debe Hamlyn, Servicing Manager 
Lantern Financial

“We have been using the ABS loan servicing system 
since 1998. We have had many updates and 
several customizations over the years. Each and 
every time ABS has been a wonderful company to 
work with. Each of the customizations came in on 
or before the date promised and at the price we 
agreed to. Our last upgrade was about a month 
ago where we added bar codes to several of our 
docs. ABS said it would be about a 10 to 14 day 
project and delivered in seven days.”

 Mike Griffith, CEO 
FCI Lender Services

“As a business owner, The Mortgage Office de-
serves the ultimate compliment – it does every-
thing we need, and the software just works. It 
always has. ABS has always been there for us, and 
frankly knowing that also helps me sleep at night!”  

Chuck Hershson, President 
                Fidelity Mortgage Lenders

“ I just wanted to give you all a big thanks! TMO 
has literally changed our lives and our business. 
For example, we have pulled in more late fees in 
the past month than we have in 6 years of doing 
business! We appreciate all the help you have 
given us! Thanks again!”

                               Steve Babcock, President 
Summit Loan Servicing
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